Incident, case and
data management
Retail’s leading workflow,
management and
investigation tool
Customizable dashboards, forms
and reporting
Supports 10 to over 90,000 locations
Robust security offers 99+ levels
of authorization
Integrates with civil recovery providers
Supports TPA claims management systems
Modular functionality scales to meet
unique needs

APIS (Asset Protection Information System) is a
leading software solution for Loss Prevention and
Risk Management professionals. Beyond simple
Case Management, APIS contains powerful utilities
to collect, analyze, report, and collaborate on critical
incident and case data. APIS allow you to track and
alert on topics such as crimes, accidents, and safety
events, as well as brand protection issues such as
counterfeiting and patent infringement.
By combining years of experience in Law
Enforcement, Investigations and Loss Prevention,
Appriss Retail has developed this powerful
communication, workflow, management and
investigative tool to empower your team to positively
impact your company’s bottom line.
Optimized for your “desktop
and mobile” devices.

Learn more or request a demo!
+1 949 262 5100
apprissretail.com

Impact shortage and profit performance with
custom and efficient data collection
Flexible audit forms,
analysis and reporting
Perform online audits, analysis and reporting
Assign audits to specific store and
user groups
Provide immediate feedback and customized
action plans
Immediately identify systemic issues
Compare against historical performance
Measure for corporate compliance
Create and save survey templates

APISaudit allows retailers to create custom audit
forms and reports and provides the flexibility
needed to create unique strategies that compliment
your corporate culture. Audits can be performed
quickly combining the process of data collection,
data entry, and report preparation. As data is
entered it becomes immediately available for
reporting and analysis.
Use APISaudit across your enterprise to
incorporate departmental programs, including
those from operations, merchandising, risk
management and others. Use the system to
implement efficient and flexible input and data
collection models to directly impact shortage
related to crime or operational deficiencies as
well as to improve profit performance.

Learn more or request a demo!
+1 949 262 5100
apprissretail.com
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